From the Editors
It is with great pleasure that we present you with this spring’s issue of the Yale Israel Journal.
This issue includes articles by Yale students, alumni, and faculty on an array of topics that
affirm the Journal’s commitment to providing a forum of scholarship for examining the
politics, culture, and history of Israel.
The first two articles explore issues that arise out of the State of Israel’s complex
relationship with its Jewish legal elements. The first article discusses Israeli attitudes towards
organ donation and evaluates concrete policy proposals to spur change through education.
“Letting it Go: Shmittah’s Evolving Meaning in Israeli Society” sheds light on the variety of
ways that an ancient biblical precept impacts contemporary Israeli economy and culture.
In this issue, we are honored to present a special feature that includes reflections
on the recent Israeli elections and their implications for Israeli statecraft. Yale diplomat-inresidence, Charles Hill diagnoses the current state of Israel’s Grand Strategy in the context
of regional crisis and U.S. foreign policy. Yishai Schwartz offers a personal reflection on
the elections while discussing the reactions of American Jewry. Lastly, Baruch Shmilovich
contrasts the recent government elections with the 2014 elections for the office of Israel’s
presidency.
This issue also includes an interview with Yoav Zurel who speaks about recent
developments on the Israeli tech scene. Finally, we include an article that surveys Israel’s
military strength from a variety of tactical and strategic perspectives.
It has been a great privilege to bring this issue to you, and we hope you find it both
enjoyable and edifying.
Sincerely,
Ezra Husney, Editor-in-Chief
Jonathan Ellison, Editor-in-Chief
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The Gift of Life:
How Dispelling Myths About Organ Donation
Can Save Israeli Lives
By: Adam Burton

F

or the past few decades, Israel has lagged significantly behind similarly developed
nations in its rate of organ donation. Unfortunately, this shortage of donations
has resulted in the deaths of thousands of Israelis on the waitlist for lifesaving
transplants. This donation lag has also fueled rampant illegal organ trafficking, as
desperate but wealthy Israelis have tried to find alternate ways to secure transplants,
ways that often exploit foreigners. Worldwide, about 75% of all organ donations come
from deceased individuals. Most of these donors are brain dead but their organs are
kept viable for transplant by machines. Until the late twentieth century, this procedure
created ethical problems in Israel because authorities on halakhah (Jewish law) and Israeli
secular national law recognized only cardiopulmonary death as authentic death. In 1968,
the introduction of the concept of brain death established a new criterion for the onset of
death. Influential rabbis eventually recognized the Jewish legality of brain death once they
had come to trust the medical practice. As a result, a strong majority of Israeli rabbis today,
including the chief rabbinate of Israel, have established brain death as a legitimate moment
of true death and publically support organ donations taken from brain-dead individuals.
And yet this extensive religious allowance has not translated into a proportionately
increased rate of donation. It seems that Israel’s relatively low rate of donation largely
stems from broad trends of ignorance surrounding the topic in Israeli society, such as
lingering misconceptions among (even seemingly secular) Jews who cite various religious
reasons in resistance to donating organs. Additionally, in many countries, including
Israel, misunderstandings about a loved one’s personal wishes and the unexpected tragic
situations in which many brain deaths occur (strokes and car accidents) often contribute
to a family’s refusal to allow donation. In Israel, insufficient outreach efforts exacerbate
the negative effects of these issues. In order to effectively augment the low rate of organ
donation and reduce illegal organ trafficking, the Israeli government should increase
the population’s awareness of the general importance of organ donation and of the vast
support for donation and acceptance of brain death as “true” death by Jewish authorities.
I.
Before modern medical advances, people considered cardiopulmonary
death to be true death. Without ways to accurately measure the termination of brain
function, medical experts and religious authorities could only announce death once
a person stopped breathing and his heart ceased to beat. Until the introduction of the
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concept of brain death, Jewish authorities relied on the biblical verse, “and all in whose
nostrils was the breath of life,” to establish that death occurred when breathing stopped
(Genesis 7:22, Yoma 85a).1 For this reason, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, a leading religious
authority on halakhah, responded to pioneering heart transplantations in 1968 with
outrage, claiming that the transplants killed the breathing patients (HaPardes, 1969, 43).2
Since even seemingly secular Jews often, as Shlomo Amar (a former Sephardic chief rabbi)
says, “remember their roots” when nearing death and side with the opinion of the Chief
Orthodox Rabbi, Feinstein’s view held a strong influence over the public.
The introduction of the concept of brain death by a Harvard ad hoc Committee in
1968 (only three weeks after Feinstein’s enraged response), however, planted the seeds for
future debate in the secular and religious realms about the moment at which death occurs.3
For two decades, the establishment of brain death did not incite notable conversation
about the legality of organ donation. The probability of successful transplantation
remained bleak, and the general population widely mistrusted both transplant procedures
and the doctors who attempted them. Following the second and far more successful wave
of heart transplantation in 1985, however, Rabbi Feinstein accepted the Harvard Criteria
of brain death with different halakhic support (Yoreh De’ah, Ch. 132).4 In the same year,
a committee of Israeli rabbis agreed to accept brain death as true death, but required the
presence of a rabbi in hospitals in order to confirm a doctor’s determination of brain death,
thus evidencing their lingering mistrust of the medical practice (Council of the Chief Rabbi
Concerning Transplants).5 After the Israeli government did not allow rabbis to join brain
death panels, Jewish authorities rejected the allowance of organ donation among deceased
individuals. Even as late as 2002, a public survey found that 50% of Israeli Jews would
refuse organ donation on religious grounds (Traubman).6 It seems clear that the evolving
successes of organ transplantation and a broader general acceptance of the Harvard
Criteria of brain death certainly influenced the changes of halakhic interpretation of the
moment of death, but many rabbis’ persisting mistrust of the medical practice precluded
the rabbinic allowance and public acceptance of organ donation.
Many rabbis gained trust in the medical practice after the Organ Transplant
Act 2008 established a committee of doctors and rabbis to draft guidelines and training
programs for doctors in “medical, legal, ethical, and halakhic aspects” of brain death
(clause 6(a)ii).7 This legislation sought to address the concerns of religious authorities by
permitting deceased individuals to donate organs only if the rabbis trusted that doctors
accurately diagnosed brain death. To that end, the law largely succeeded. Presently, only
a few ultra-orthodox rabbis prohibit organ donation in their hospitals. Even these rabbis
allow brain dead patients in ultra-orthodox hospitals to be transported to other hospitals
where doctors are allowed to harvest their organs (Barilan, 220).8
We have seen that the halakhic interpretation of true death (and the corresponding view of organ donation) has evolved over time, changing notably to fit socio-cultural
contexts following the establishment of brain death criteria, increased success in the field
of organ transplantations, and most rabbis’ augmented trust in the Israeli medical practice.
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This theoretical underpinning supporting organ donation from brain dead individuals,
however, has not translated into a corresponding increase in donation. In fact, while Israel
leads most developed nations in its rate of organ donation from living donors, it lags
significantly behind those same countries in its rate of donation from deceased donors
(Council of Europe).9
II.
Earlier this decade, Israel faced rampant organ trafficking (procedures
often reimbursed by insurance companies) as a byproduct of its population’s inability
to satisfy its demand for organs. Looking to solve this problem, the Israeli government
passed the aforementioned Organ Transplant Act of 2008 that criminalized organ brokering and also provided incentives to spur organ donation. One such incentive, a “Priority
Law,” granted preference on transplant waitlists to registered donors. Other incentives
include government payments covering the medical operation of donors, their recuperative care, and lost earnings while absent from work.
Although the law accounted for a two-thirds increase in donor registrations, one
should not overestimate its achievements (Sack).10 A new issue arose when the size of the
waitlist for organ donations increased by 40% since the new law prohibited Israelis from
searching abroad for the organs they needed. Additionally, although many Israelis registered as organ donors after the law had been passed, the rate at which families refused
organ donation remained at about 50%, the same rate as before the law (Sack).11 Perhaps
it is possible to attribute this disjunction between increased registration and a stagnant
refusal rate to the chance that Israelis signed up for organ donation only to obtain the
benefits of the Priority Law while planning to have their families refuse donation if they
ever became potential donors (Berman).12 It is true that, at present, families may refuse to
allow the donation of a loved one’s organs even if he registered for donation. One such
example that gained widespread publicity occurred in 2010; Israeli soccer star Avi Cohen
suffered a horrific motorcycle accident that rendered him brain dead. Even though Cohen
previously registered as a donor, his family refused to allow the donation of his organs
(this is possible in a “soft opt-in” donation system like that in Israel). Cohen’s family had
to make a spur-of-the-moment decision while under substantial stress—a situation that
often rouses emotional and irrational choices that are not in accordance with scientific and
religious views. Cohen’s wife saw her husband sprawled out in a hospital bed, still breathing (through artificial ventilation machinery) and held on to the impossible hope that he
would recover. But brain death is irreversible, and her decision, partially influenced by an
unusual mystic rabbi promising the possibility of her husband’s resuscitation, prevented
doctors from harvesting his organs and potentially saving the lives of others (Berman).13
Lack of education prior to traumatic occurrences like Cohen’s may lead families to make similarly irrational decisions. The NTC, a part of the Ministry of Health, is
the only organization in Israel where people can register for donation (NTC Website).14
Moreover, the NTC must authorize all organ transplantations that occur within Israel
(NTC Website).15 Only National Transplant Coordinators, however, hold a job description
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that entails organ donation recruitment, and only one coordinator works in every Israeli
hospital (NTC Website).16 In many cases of brain death, we cannot afford to wait until
a patient is rushed into the hospital before we begin to educate his or her family about
organ donation. Individuals can best make these decisions when they can think clearly
and rationally—not directly after a doctor tells them that their loved one is brain dead.
Additionally, there have been many cases where a person became a viable donor, but his
family refused to allow donation since the patient never discussed his wishes with them
beforehand. Overall, early and widespread communication is key.
The trend of families refusing to donate a loved one’s organs makes us wonder
about the religious reasons for denial, especially after we have seen the wide religious
acceptance of brain death. Many Israelis have cited a Jewish Law prohibiting Nivul
Hameit (desecration of the body) as grounds for their refusal (Berman, Kurzweil).17 But,
this religious objection is a myth, since the Talmud (a codification of oral Jewish law) says,
“Whoever saves a soul, it is as if he saved an entire universe” (Sanhedrin, 37a).18 All rabbis
agree that the corresponding Jewish law of Pikuach Nefesh (saving a life) trumps the law
barring bodily mutilation. Although it is possible that these misinformed religion-based
refusals may hint at “deeper, less articulate issues in psychology, spirituality and morality”
(Barilan, 224), it seems as though we can alleviate much of the myth-based religious opposition to organ donation through education, and we can also improve insufficient outreach
efforts in this way.19
III.
In order to augment organ donation in Israel and curtail illegal trafficking, Israel should increase its efforts in educating the Israeli public about the religious
acceptance of brain death and organ donation, thus dispelling myths while also reminding
(or newly informing) the populace about the problem of organ donation in Israel and the
consequent importance of donation.
First, Israel could change the infrastructure of the NTC. The organization should
orient itself more toward pursuing outreach efforts— actively educating the public about
organ donation through lectures in community centers and public rallies. Israel should not
constrain the operations of such a central and significant organization to the halls of hospitals, especially when many Israelis do not know the facts behind brain death and organ
donation. To expand the NTC’s outreach efforts, the Israeli Government should provide it
with additional funding specifically for this purpose.
Second, the Israeli Government should subsidize private groups that raise
awareness about trust in the medical practice and the religious legality of organ donation.
The Halakhic Organ Donor Society (HODS), whose goal is to “to educate Jews about the
different halakhic and medical issues concerning organ donation,” has already educated
over 30,000 people in more than 470 lectures and has helped save over 200 lives (HODS
Website).20 Israel should help expand the outreach efforts of HODS and organizations like
it by providing them with government funding to supplement the donations they receive.
Furthermore, Israel should not limit these endowments to religion-specific groups; it
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should financially support secular groups that raise awareness about the importance of
organ donation.
Next, the Israeli government could require education in drivers’ education courses and public schools about the religious and secular approval and the general value of
organ donation. At these assemblies, the NTC should offer donation cards to students over
eighteen and encourage them to discuss the decision with their families.
Additionally, Israel should mandate people who sign organ donation cards to follow
through on their commitment to donate when eligible (a hard opt-in system), thus combating present abuses of the system. If Israel requires donation in all cases once an individual
signs a donor card, however, it must ensure that doctors always accurately diagnose brain
death before taking any measures to harvest organs. To accomplish this, Israel should
require the regular renewal of doctors’ training regarding the procedures to establish
brain death while still maintaining rigorous initial training for all physicians. These steps
would help maintain (and possibly obtain) Israeli religious officials’ trust in the national
medical practice.
Some believe that we could alleviate the dearth of organ donation in Israel by
providing monetary rewards for living donors (Becker).21 But, this commercialization of
organ donation could easily slide down a slippery slope, grossly reinforcing class divisions. Most would not want to live in a world where, as Dr. Luc Noel of the World Health
Organization describes, given “a line of naked individuals…you can recognize the rich
from the poor simply by counting their kidneys” (Sack).22 We should, however, uphold
the present Israeli policy (in effect since 2010) that allows compensation to living donors
for forty days of lost wages and insurance coverage for proven recovery expenses up to
five years following their operation. These benefits combat the fears that altruistic living
donors could face economic impediments to donation without immorally providing an
incentive for the poor to give up their organs.
Overall, with almost all rabbis accepting brain death as true death, trusting the
Israeli medical practice, and believing that the halakhic principle of Pikuach Nefesh (saving a life) trumps the prohibition of Nivul Hameit (desecration of the body), the strong
majority of Israelis cannot sincerely look to Judaism as the grounds for their refusal to
donate organs in the case of brain death. Through taking the aforementioned steps to
enhance education that eradicates myths about Jewish law and advocates for the universal
significance of organ donation, we may curb the motives of those who pursue illegal organ
trafficking and diminish the number of Israelis who die each year while waiting for lifesaving organ transplants. Maybe some day, hopefully soon, we will solve Israel’s lagging
rate of donation and see an improved country where illegal organ trafficking is extinct and
no one dies while waiting for the gift of life.
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Letting It Go:
Shmittah’s Evolving Meaning in Israeli Society
By: Rabbi Joshua Ratner

W

hy is the largest owner of farm-land in Israel currently a 25 year-old nonJewish Russian telemarketer named George Shtraykhman? Is he an oligarch
seeking to boost his real estate portfolio? A tech start-up mogul? No. He is,
instead, an instrumental part of contemporary Israel’s efforts to grapple with the biblical
command of Shmittah.
Commonly translated as the “Sabbatical Year,” Shmittah literally means “release.”
Of biblical origin, Shmittah is the seventh and final year of a calendar cycle when the land
was to be left fallow and debts forgiven. As Exodus 23:10-11 instructs: “And six years you
will sow your land, and gather in the land’s produce; but the seventh year you will release
it from work and abandon it, that the poor of your people may eat; and what they leave,
the beast of the field shall eat. In like manner you will deal with your vineyard, and with
your olive orchard.” Likewise, Leviticus 25:1-7 demands that when the Israelites enter the
land of Israel, “in the seventh year the land shall have a sabbath of complete rest, a sabbath
of the Lord. …” Finally, Deuteronomy 15:1-2 enjoins: “Every seventh year you shall practice release of debts. This shall be the nature of the release: every creditor shall release his
authority over what he claims from his neighbor. He shall not force it from his neighbor or
his brother, for God’s Shmittah has been proclaimed.” The Bible thus requires a cessation
from agricultural production every seven years along with a remission of debts.
These seemingly arduous requirements for a just agricultural society were
rendered largely moot after the destruction of the Second Temple. The laws of Shmittah
only applied to produce farmed by Jews in the land of Israel, so for the roughly 2000 years
during which few Jews were permitted to remain in Israel, Shmittah was largely academic.
Today, however, Jewish re-settlement in and sovereignty over Israel invites the challenge
of how to address Shmittah in a contemporary society.
One approach to Shmittah has been to find a legal (halakhic) loophole to enable
continued agricultural production despite Shmittah’s restrictions. When Zionism began
encouraging Jews to immigrate to the land of Israel in the late 19th century, rabbis realized
that Shmittah’s prohibition on farming Jewish-owned land in Israel posed a challenge
both to Jewish farmers and to consumers of agricultural production in Israel. In 1889,
responding to this challenge, rabbis created two legal (halakhic) work-arounds. The more
lenient solution, called “heter mehira” (permitted sale), enables Jewish farmers to sell their
land to a non-Jew for the year, and then continue to work it as usual. Since the produce
of the land is then considered yevul nokhri (non-Jewish produce), it can be purchased
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and eaten by Jews. At the end of the year, the non-Jewish purchaser sells the land back
to the Jewish farmers. A second, more conservative solution is called “Otzar Beit Din.”
This approach gives a rabbinical court temporary stewardship over the farm, essentially
turning it into a not-for-profit.
This Shmittah year, nearly all Israeli Jewish farmers have chosen to sell their land.
According to Efraim Antman of Israel’s Religious Services Ministry, out of 6,700 Jewish
farmers in Israel, approximately 50 ignored the laws of Shmittah, while approximately
450 adhered to Shmittah without utilizing any legal work-arounds and let their lands
lie fallow. The rest, partially to ensure access to Orthodox customers’ business, worked
with the Rabbanut (Israel’s Chief Rabbinate) to sell their land. They sold their farms
to the government, and in September 2014, prior to the onset of the Shmittah year, the
government sold all the lands to Shtraykhman for 2000 shekels (about $540), with money
gifted to him by a government official.1
A second approach to Shmittah is to utilize agricultural technology to circumvent
its restrictions. For example, some Israeli farmers are using hydroponics—growing
produce in nutrient-enhanced water—rather than planting in the soil. Gilad Fine, an
organic farmer from the desert community of Bnai Netzarim, grows lettuce and kale in
thin white troughs raised high in the air over ground covered in dark tarp. Because the
root system is suspended above ground, farmers are not technically tilling the land to
grow produce.2 For many, however, these legal and technical approaches to Shmittah
lack resonance. A growing number of Orthodox Jews in Israel reject these work-arounds
as artifice and require that produce be purchased from Arabs or imported in order to be
kosher.3
At the same time, however, significant numbers of secular Israelis are—for
the first time—embracing Shmittah as a year-long opportunity for consciousnessraising. Beginning back in December 2013, leaders of Israel’s burgeoning environmental
community,4 in conjunction with government officials, religious leaders, and other Jewish
environmental organizations such as Hazon, began to plan ways to ingrain the spirit
of Shmittah into Israeli society. Due to their hard work and ingenuity, a proliferation of
Shmittah-inspired programs and initiatives have ensued. These include:5
•
An online Time Bank enabling individuals to “give up” time and to volunteer
on behalf of at-risk youth, disadvantaged families, and others in need, based on one’s
availability and skill set.
•
A think tank for cinematographers, designers, and new media specialists led by
Beit Avi Chai, a center for Jewish Israeli creativity, to create innovative productions based
on Shmittah.
•
The Shmita Fund,6 a financial recovery program spearheaded by MK Ruth
Calderon and President Reuben Rivlin, to help Israeli families get out of debt and achieve
financial freedom. Working with other nonprofits, the Shmita Fund will take up to 5,000
debt-ridden families and work with banks and creditors to restructure loans and provide
debt relief.
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•
The Mirkam youth group’s social media “disconnect” campaign. Mirkam, a
network of secular and religious communities, has initiated a collective “disconnect”
from Facebook for the sake of real social interaction, face to face, with dialogue groups for
young people from diverse backgrounds.
•
The Israeli Shmittah Sukkah,7 a tent-like traveling meeting place, was created by
Teva Ivri for a year-long journey to festivals, events, and campuses across Israel, offering
people a space for shared discussion about how to create sustainable social change
through Shmittah.
•
Construction of the Halacha Education Center’s “shmita park,” in conjunction
with Hebrew University’s Botanical Gardens in Jerusalem, as well as a “shmita garden,” a
makeshift agricultural field that demonstrates traditional observance.
•
Kolot’s experimental Shmittah “field.” Kolot, a progressive beit midrash (house
of learning) in Jerusalem, is turning its campus into an experimental Shmittah “field” by,
for example, granting its employees a paid sabbatical for the seventh year of employment
and offering free classes in Jewish studies to the public. http://www.jewishjournal.com/
high_holy_days/article/a_new_look_in_israel_for_shmita_the_year_of_rest
•
The Jewish National Fund’s Shmittah program. JNF will not conduct tree
planting this year because it is the Shmittah year. Instead it will use its resources to
promote tree preservation and tree fortification, both of which are allowed during the
Shmittah year. JNF also has integrated activities in its forest and nature tours, stressing
the ecological, social, and Zionist aspects of Shmittah.
Shmittah can be a powerful vehicle for deepening our relationship with nature,
for expanding our understanding of community, and for releasing ourselves from the
shackles of guilt and dependency. In the words of Rav Kook, from his seminal work
Shabbat Ha’Aretz, “What the Sabbath achieves regarding the individual, the Shmittah
achieves with regard to the nation as a whole…It is a year of equality and rest, in which
the soul reaches out towards divine justice, towards God who sustains the living creatures
with loving kindness.” For some, this is best effectuated through a halakhic framework.
For others, it can be seen through the blending of ancient legal and modern technological
practices. And for a growing number of Jews, both in Israel and here in America, Shmittah
is being re-conceptualized, as never before, into a temporal sanctuary for personal
reflection, learning, social involvement, and environmental responsibility. Shmittah, like
so much else in Israel, offers something for everyone.
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http://www.foxnews.com/world/2014/10/26/israeli-farmers-observe-biblical-sabbatical-withwink-and-nudge/
1
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http://www.pri.org/stories/2014-10-28/how-keep-farming-when-god-says-stop

Seven years ago, Israel’s Rabbanut declared that while it would continue supporting the heter
mehira, it would also, for the first time, permit local rabbis in Israel’s towns and cities to decide for
themselves whether to rely on the heter or not. In areas where the local rabbis forbid the heter, Jews
seeking to eat kosher-certified produce will only be able to purchase such produce from Arab Israelis
or to import produce from outside of Israel. The Rabbanut is continuing this policy this year.
3

Some of these leaders include Einat Kramer of Teva Ivri (Jewish Nature), Rabbi Michael Melchior of
the Israeli Shmita Initiative, and Jeremy Benstein of the Heschel Center for Environmental Learning
and Leadership.
4

For additional activities underway, visit Israel Shmita Initiative: Mission & Core Activities, available
at: http://hazon.org/shmita-project/overview/israel-today/. See also http://www.tevaivri.org.il/
Files/file_52.pdf.
5
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http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/187556#.VRrzRJPF9FM.
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For a great video of the Tent, visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1elxPQi_drs.
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The Israeli Elections and Their Implications for Israeli Statecraft
By: Professor Charles Hill, Yishai Schwartz,
and Baruch Shmilovich

I

Professor Charles Hill

srael’s new governing coalition faces a monumental shift in world affairs requiring a
fundamental reassessment of Israel’s grand strategy. The late Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin used to refer to “a state with four corners”: every state in the world order has
four levels of strategic concerns; its national defense, bilateral relations, regional situation,
and international status. In Israel’s case all four are in a slow downward spiral and threaten
to unravel The State of Israel’s policy stance reaching as far back as the establishment of
its modern statehood. Israel is in a four-dimensional chess game of immense consequence
for its future.
Israel’s national security strategy has been to attain the maximum self-reliance
possible given its size and geographic constraints. This it has done, but with the recognition
that it requires a close defense, political, and supply relationship and commitment from a
major outside power— in recent decades, the United States.
But the bilateral U.S.-Israel partnership can no longer be characterized as sound
or permanent. In general, America’s credibility to support its allies in extremis has
deteriorated. It is increasingly apparent that the Obama administration rhetorically has
been laying a foundation for departing from its traditional determination to block hostile
efforts of third-party regimes to delegitimize Israel, and from its own practice of opposing
United Nations Security Council resolutions to declare a Palestinian state and/or impose
sanctions on Israel. And the administration recently has successfully kept media attention
focused on Israel as the primary problem in the Middle East.
For decades Arab regimes declared that all was well in the Middle East except
for one intolerable problem—the existence of Israel and America’s reprehensible refusal
to force Israel to give way to Palestinian and Pan-Arab demands. That fallacious narrative
collapsed in the first years of this twenty-first century as the region erupted in layers of
Muslim versus Muslim warfare which had nothing to do with Israel. Not only did the U.S.
do nothing to use this watershed moment to try to construct a new coalition for peace, it
also chose to revitalize the old narrative about Israel as the source of all problems.
This bizarre American turnaround takes place in the context of the greatest
regional threat to Israel in its modern existence, a threat even surpassing the major Arab
wars against Israel in the late twentieth century. This of course is Iran’s nuclear weapons
program, now enabled by the U.S. concessionary negotiating partnership with Iran—an
ideologically religion-driven theocracy openly dedicated to the destruction of Israel—and
America’s apparent acceptance of the idea of Iran as the Middle East’s hegemonic power.
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The threat is international as well in that the current intra-Muslim civil war is nothing less
than a contest over whether the Arab-Islamic realm will remain within the established
modern international state system or drop out of the world order to become adversarial to
it and the deadly enemy of the State of Israel.
And here is where Israel’s primary grand strategy—national defense selfreliance—and its closely associated international grand strategy—diplomatic recognition
by the international community—are both in jeopardy. Israel’s diplomacy since its
founding had been strikingly successful in reaching this objective, but of what value can
this be if Israel is delegitimized even as the international system is deteriorating?
Thus in all four of these interlocked “corners” of statehood Israel approaches
the moment of truth. It not only is no longer able to rely on the United States but also is
increasingly treated by the American administration with scarcely disguised hostility.
Only a swift reversal of U.S. policy can prevent this situation from reaching a
point where only the most drastic decisions may have to be taken.
Charles Hill is the Yale diplomat in residence and lectures for Yale’s program, Studies in Grand Strategy.

Yishai Schwartz

Loving those with whom you agree is easy. It is also meaningless. I spent electionday glued to my computer screen, refreshing Twitter and the tabs of a half dozen Israeli
news sites. As polls closed, I huddled with a cadre of Brookings’ most fervent liberal
Zionists—the Washington Post’s EJ Dionne, the Wall Street Journal’s William Galston,
the Atlantic’s Leon Wieseltier—to watch results and calculate potential coalitions. To be a
Zionist is to be obsessed with Israeli elections. To love, is to be obsessed with the choices
our loved ones make—and to occasionally be, as we were, disappointed.
Like many young, liberalish American Jews, I hoped Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu would not win another term. I don’t like his chumminess with the American
right, his indifference to the corrosive effects of ultra-Orthodox control of state institutions,
or his West Bank construction policy—a policy that has never quite reflected his two-state
policy.
I found Netanyahu’s last-minute use of the specter of “Arabs voting in
droves” to rally his base repulsive. But mostly, I found it frightening. It seemed to me
a taste of a potential future. Imagine a one-state reality, a country in which the Jewish
majority is tenuous—a likelihood acknowledged by all but the most delusional of Israeli
demographers. In such a reality, each election becomes an opportunity for ethnic struggle
at the ballot box. There is no attempt at persuasion; only scare-mongering and get-out-thevote operations, as Jews and Arabs attempt to outbreed, out-bus and out-vote one another.
It is not very different from today’s electoral struggles between Haredim and the Zionist
sector in cities like Jerusalem or Beit Shemesh. It is not very different from Lebanon. So
perhaps Netanyahu’s election-day appeal was a foreshadowing, and a warning.
The next government will pursue policies I think are wrong; the erosion of
support for Israel on the American left will accelerate, and fewer young American Jews
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will feel the way I feel about Israel. This is depressing.
But I have little patience for the rampant whininess, nostalgia and self-righteous fury
that seems to have overtaken the American Zionist Left. After all, we in the U.S. did elect
Bush twice. And despite the loathing he inspired on the left (no less than Netanyahu!),
American democracy is still intact.
Nor should momentary electoral results blind us to the deeper trends in Israeli
society. Honesty demands that we recognize that the dominance of the Israeli political
right has been accompanied by a leftward shift of the entire Israeli political spectrum.
When Yitzchak Rabin was Prime Minister, a Labor leader could not endorse a Palestinian
state. Today, most members of the Likud do.
Too many love only an idea of Israel, an imagined utopia that never was. They
ignore the subjugation of Israeli Arabs to martial law during Israel’s early history, or the
Labor party’s decades-long exclusion of non-members from civic and professional life, or
its systematic marginalization of Sephardic Jews. Israeli society, like America, has gotten
steadily better, not worse.
No, this election does not mean that Israel is populated by racists or fools. It is a
beautiful, complicated, two steps forward, half-step back, real country. It is a maelstrom
of complex, and often contradictory, political trends, fissures and movements. Loving the
Jewish people, believing in its right to national sovereignty in its homeland, means loving
that maelstrom—and accepting the electoral results it produces with nuance, perspective,
and empathy.
Yishai Schwartz (‘13) is an associate editor at Lawfare and has previously written for the New Republic.

Baruch Shmilovich

In June, 2014, the Knesset elected Israel’s tenth president. According to Israeli
election rules, Knesset members select the most prominent political position in Israel by
casting votes from behind a veil of secrecy. All other Israeli citizens remain peripheral, if
not entirely irrelevant, in the process. Yet for the first time in the country’s history, ordinary
folks refused to remain silent. Presidential candidates accustomed to backroom dealings
were surprised to encounter lively social media campaigns and tough questions from
the mainstream press. The public demand for transparency led to new revelations about
the checkered past of the three candidates, all leading politicians and household names:
Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, Dalia Itzik and Meir Shitrit. Facing allegations of corruption (in
Ben-Eliezer’s case, a police investigation recently concluded with a recommendation to
file charges), the three candidates lost any viable chance of winning. Ben-Eliezer even
dropped out four days before the election, realizing that the public would never accept
him as president.
Less than a year later, the elected candidate, Reuven Rivlin, is widely considered
one of the best presidents Israel has ever had and enjoys remarkably high approval ratings.
Many Israelis point to his staunch support for pluralism, equal rights for minorities, and
his brave leadership in the fight against racism—a fight that has often pitted him against
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Netanyahu’s supporters. These Israelis see a direct correlation between Rivlin’s professional
excellence and his reputation for integrity.
The 2015 general elections, however, were a different story altogether. The issues
that dominated the presidential elections only a few months earlier – virtue, integrity,
corruption, and character– were shunted aside. Rather than highlighting their own
agendas, the major parties employed negative campaign tactics that made it difficult to
discern truly deserving candidates. The Zionist Union tried to mask the lackluster image
of its leader, Isaac Herzog, by adopting the message “Anyone but Bibi.” On the Right,
Netanyahu led an aggressive campaign that effectively delegitimized any Israeli citizen
who did not publicly support him and his Likud Party. In particular, the Prime Minister
attacked left-wing voters and shocked the world when he bluntly defined the vote of
Arab-Israeli citizens as a threat to his re-election chances. Bibi’s campaign shrewdly
created a deceptive narrative, in which the Israeli Left was trying to dethrone him and
overthrow his government. He skirted over the fact that he was the one who fired key
ministers, thereby dissolving his government and initiating new elections two years ahead
of time. Of course, his narrative overlooked the fact that dissolved governments are part
and parcel of the Israeli democratic process.
While the Left’s campaign was weak and ineffective, Likud’s negative campaign
made headlines and shaped public discourse. The public criticism of Netanyahu’s
de-legitimization of millions of Israelis, as well as public attention to the questionable
use of public funds by Netanyahu and his wife, has led to backlash from the Right.
Rightwing voters perceived such criticisms as vicious personal attacks on their leader
and, by extension, themselves. Many of them refused to accept any attempt to frame the
conversation about Bibi’s actions around the same issues that were raised a few months
earlier regarding the legal and moral behavior of presidential candidates on both sides of
the aisle. Pundits have identified this backlash and defensiveness as decisive factors in the
traditional Right wing voters’ support of Netanyahu. The charged environment that has
characterized the elections sidelined all efforts to hold Netanyahu accountable for the
issues that have defined his tenure—like the enormous costs of Operation Protective
Edge, income inequality, and the rapid disintegration of public education and health care.
Similarly, attempts to raise substantive questions about Netanyahu’s style of governance
and to promote public debate about virtue, integrity, and checks and balances over the
powers of the Prime Minister, were dead almost upon arrival.
In the weeks that led to the March 17 vote, the most common phrase in Israel was
“these elections are about ....” Trying to shape a narrative and rally support, candidates
argued that “these elections are about the Iranian threat,” or that “these elections are
about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,” or that “these elections are about the high costs of
living.” The truth of the matter is that these elections were about the application of the
same parameters that shaped the presidential elections in 2014. Yet Israeli voters did not
demand from the Knesset and the candidates the same standards that they demanded to
see in their president.
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The good news is that there is now precedent for a new kind of politics and for
greater expectations for elected officials. In the next general elections, Israelis will receive
another opportunity to demand accountability and integrity from the people who are
supposed to be public servants. The bad news is that with the continued erosion of the
integrity of the democratic process, it might be too late.
Baruch Shmilovich writes for the Israeli news and opinion blog at Ha-Makom
(http://www.ha-makom.co.il/). He lives in Tel Aviv.
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The Israeli Start-Up Scene:
A Conversation with FeeX CEO Yoav Zurel
By: Paranam Dey

S

ix hundred billion dollars, or equivalently, about 4% of GDP—that’s how much
Yoav Zurel, co-founder and CEO of Israeli startup FeeX, estimates Americans pay
in hidden financial fees each year. The figure is mind-bogglingly large, larger than
the market capitalization of every company in the world except Apple. In contrast, a 2011
AARP Research survey found that 70% of Americans think that their 401K retirement
plans do not have any fees. It’s this Leviathan that Zurel wants to slay. In an interview with
the Yale Israel Journal, Zurel described his goal of bringing tech disruption to the world
of finance to cut out the fees and thereby transform the staid system of retirement savings
plans. If the goal seems overly ambitious, then the presence of FeeX’s superstar Chairman
and co-founder, Uri Levine, whose social navigation app Waze sold to Google for a cool
$1.1 billion in 2013, adds instant credibility.
Levine began working with Zurel and another member of FeeX’s founding team
as part of the Zell Entrepreneurship Program at IDC Herzliya, an Israeli university. There,
the nascent team developed the idea of crowdsourcing information to compare retirement
plans and weed out the damaging hidden fees that can eat up so much of an investment
portfolio’s long-term returns. Though FeeX was founded in Israel in 2012, the team has
since moved to the U.S., both for its larger consumer market and to enjoy the benefits of
being located in the capital of the financial world, New York City. FeeX is the latest in a
long line of Israeli startup companies to make a splash in the American tech scene.
What is it about Israel that makes the tiny Middle Eastern country such a fruitful
bed of innovation and entrepreneurship? In 2009, Dan Senor and Saul Singer wrote Startup Nation, a book that popularized the story of Israel’s highly successful tech firms. Their
famous observation that Israel has the most startups per capita led countries around the
world to try to recreate the Israeli economic miracle. Senor and Singer argued that much
of the success came from the constant influx of immigrants and a non-hierarchical culture
of critique derived from the Jewish faith.
Outside of Silicon Valley, there is no other place that regularly produces so many
successful startups. MobilEye, which develops camera-based driver assistance software,
raised almost $1 billion in its 2014 IPO, listing on the New York Stock Exchange for over $7
billion. Amazon made a splash when it acquired computer chip designer Annapurna Labs
for over $350 million and decided to open an R&D hub in Israel. Gil Press of Forbes reports
that in 2014, Israeli startups enjoyed IPO’s and acquisitions worth a total of $15 billion.
Zurel attributes a large part of this entrepreneurial success to the culture of the Israeli
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Defense Forces (IDF), an institution in which most Israeli citizens serve starting at age 18.
“This DNA of ‘you can do whatever you want’ comes because at 18 you get a rifle and
spend three to four years in the military. Going from absolute freedom to absolute discipline teaches you how you can step outside your comfort zone and find gold,” said Zurel.
“I finished my military service as Company Commander, so I know how to work in big
organizations.”
Like his fellow founders, Zurel’s background is in computer science, rather than
finance. FeeX represents a potent fusion of the entrepreneurial spirit omnipresent in the
software world and a military-style can-do attitude.
“Two founders were part of 8200, an elite tech unit of the IDF. They spent their
military careers writing code. You get so many people who can write good code with
military discipline, all day and all night. Almost every founding team has a similar story,”
said Zurel. “In Israel, you have to learn to solve your own problems. We have many allies,
and the U.S. is our biggest friend, but at the end of the day, it comes down to us. That’s
entrepreneurship. If you see the glove, you have to pick it up. No one else will.”
Like so many other startups before it, FeeX has expanded beyond Israel, drawn
by the seemingly irresistible gravitational pull of the U.S. market. Though relatively
affluent, Israel has a population roughly equal to that of New York City. Startups often
find growth opportunities limited without entering larger and more lucrative U.S. and
European markets to reach more consumers and attract more venture capital financing.
So common is the flight of these startups that the Israeli government has looked into providing tax incentives and regulatory easing to encourage these companies to stay within
the country, thereby attracting foreign direct investment into Israel.
“Although FeeX is active in Israel, the U.S. provides a much bigger market. Since
we are a consumer product, we need to fill a market. 95% of our effort goes to the U.S. market. Living inside the market helps you understand it better,” said Zurel. “It’s a magical
feeling here in the U.S. You can move to the U.S., start your startup, and feel welcome. It’s
an impressive DNA in the US to see people move to your country and create companies.
If you’re successful [in the US], you can be successful anywhere.”
Despite all the turmoil in the surrounding region, Israel’s knowledge-driven
economy continues to hum along, spinning off patents and startups at a dizzying pace.
The magic began in the early 1990’s, after Israel had tamed the hyperinflation and massive
government debt that arose following the 1973 Yom Kippur War. The arrival of over 1 million ex-Soviet Jewish immigrants, many of them highly trained scientists and engineers,
bolstered the labor market following the collapse of the Soviet Union. A new government
matching grants program allowed firms to earn government financing for their research
expenses. A second government program, called Yozma, created ten venture capital firms
in 1993, and by 1997, the government sold its stake and recouped its initial investment
plus 50% in interest returns. Though long a magnet for American venture capital, Israel
has seen increasing foreign direct investment from other countries in recent years.
Yale Israel Journal
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“We received investments from Bloomberg Capital and Horizon Ventures, about $9.5 million in total in two rounds. Israel is a hub for foreign investors from around the world. In
the last few years, some Chinese investors are coming in as well,” said Zurel.
While the long-term success of FeeX remains to be seen, Zurel and his team
serve as a shining example of the Israeli economic model. With a culture that celebrates
innovation and risk-taking, a government that helps fund commercial R&D, and a highly
educated populace, the Israeli technology scene stands second only to Silicon Valley. Best
of all, their software might just help Americans save money.
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The Little Regional Power That Could:
An Analysis of Israel’s Military Might
By: William Ellison

H

ow is it that Israel, a country small in size and population and with limited
natural resources has built and maintained such a powerful military, to the point
where many consider it one of the Middle East’s regional powers? Although a
host of factors help to explain this phenomenon, several stand out: excellent leadership
and training, advanced weapons systems, integration of armed forces, the assumed
possession of nuclear weapons, and substantial aid from the United States. David Roberts,
in his ranking of Middle East militaries, sums up: “In a very general sense, it’s no secret
or cutting-edge analysis that Israel’s military is the best-equipped and best-trained in the
whole region.”1 This article surveys Israel’s military from the perspective of force quality,
weapons quality, military structure quality, decisive weapons, and foreign assistance.
In military strength indexes, Israel consistently ranks disproportionate to its population size. According to the most recent data, Israel has the 97th largest population in the
world with 7,870,000 people.2 Despite its relatively small population size, Business Insider
recently ranked the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) the most powerful military in the Middle
East, followed by Turkey, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Iran, and Egypt.3 Global
Firepower, another military strength index, recently ranked Israel the 11th strongest nation
globally and second only to Turkey in the Middle East. On the same index, Egypt (population 87,000,000), Iran (population 78,226,000) and Saudi Arabia (population 30,770,000)
came in at 18th, 23rd and 28th respectively.4 The countries closest to Israel in terms of population are South Sudan, Switzerland, Tajikistan, and Bulgaria, but none of them approach
Israel’s military capacity: Switzerland, which comes closest, ranks 30th according to Global
Firepower.5 Thus, despite its relatively small population, Israel boasts relatively large military might.
The Israeli military is neither extremely small nor immense in size. Israel possesses roughly 176,500 active frontline troops, 3,870 tanks and 680 aircrafts.6 More important
than these quantitative measures, however, is the quality of the technology and troops
deployed. According to a study on Israeli and Arab military strength by the Center for
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) from 2010, “Force size has only limited meaning as a measure of military capability or merit, unless it can be related to force quality.
Leadership, the ability to conduct joint and combined operations, morale, and the ability
to sustain complex cycles of rapid maneuver warfare are just a few of the aspects of force
quality that can overcome superiority in force quantity.”7 Put simply, numbers alone do
not determine military outcomes. Although an immense difference in numbers of troops
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and weapons definitely counts, this difference is greatly diminished if enemy troops perform poorly due to ineffective leadership, poor cooperation with other forces, low morale,
or inadequate maneuverability. Lastly, the quality of Israeli troops has been buttressed
by experience.8 Business Insider describes the IDF as “a force that has fought in four
major engagements since 2006 and has experience securing a few of the most problematic
borders on earth.”9 High troop quality is therefore pivotal to Israel’s status as a regional
power.
Besides troop quality, Israel is also a global leader in military technology. Israel’s
defense industry has proved critical in providing Israel with cutting-edge military technologies. A similar calculus emerges in the discussion of weapons: high quantities of
weapons are important, but their relevance diminishes with a decline in quality. A small
number of high quality weapons can potentially be much more effective than a multitude
of low quality weapons. The differences in quality between Israel and its rivals are especially apparent in heavy armor, combat aircraft, surface-to-air missiles, and suppression
of enemy air defense (SEAD) abilities.10 Here, I will survey the Israeli military in terms
of tanks, artillery, fighter jets, helicopters, and naval vessels. The Israeli Merkava Mark
IV tank is superior to the T-72, M-60, M-1, and Zulfiqar tanks of its Middle Eastern
rivals. Military Today ranks the Merkava the fifth best tank in the world, while none of
these other tanks even make the list. The Merkava has superior armor and is designed
with a front-mounted engine providing the crew with supplementary protection. It is
also equipped with a cutting-edge fire control system that is especially useful to defend
against low-flying helicopters.11 Israeli artillery, consisting largely of M109 Howitzers, is
buttressed by long-range targeting capability, maneuverability, extensive radar utilization,
and cooperation with unmanned aerial vehicles for targeting and reconnaissance. In terms
of fighter aircrafts possesses the advanced F-15 Eagle and F-16 Fighting Falcon and the
AH-64 Apache attack helicopter.12 Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), satellites, electronic
intelligence, and electronic warfare capabilities support these aircrafts. Taking into account
both troop and weapon technology, Chris Harmer, a senior naval analyst at the Institute
for the Study of War, claims, “Pilot to pilot, airframe to airframe, the Israeli air force is the
best in the world.”13 Finally, the Israeli Navy is formed around five Dolphin-class submarines and three Sa’ar 5-class corvettes. The Navy possesses effective anti-ship missiles and
high quality targeting and electronic warfare abilities.14 Without a doubt, Israel’s relative
military advantage is a product of advanced and modern military technology.
Israel also performs well in terms of “jointness,” or the cooperation and integration of various branches of a military.15 Jointness is pivotal in warfare to limit the susceptibility of certain forces to others: armored units are often needed to support infantry, air
units to support armored units, etc. According to the CSIS study mentioned above, “Israel
is the only country in the region to have made major progress in developing a modern
mix of ‘jointness’ among its military services; integration or netting of its command, sensor, communications, information and intelligence systems; and integrated or ‘combined
operations’ within its individual services.”16 Israel’s progress on integrating diverse forms
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of forces serves as another factor in explaining its comparative advantage.
Although the Israeli government has never explicitly admitted to having nuclear
capabilities, the assumed possession of such weapons plays an important role in Israel’s
security strategy. Estimates of Israel’s nuclear strength vary from 100 to 500 warheads.
Israel possesses various delivery systems including long-range ballistic missiles (Jericho
missiles) and fighter aircrafts (American-made F-15s and F-16s). Lastly, Israel’s technological and industrial base enables it to manufacture chemical and biological weapons,
enhancing its military threat in the region.17 Weapons of mass destruction thus provide
Israel with another edge over its rivals.
Assistance from foreign powers is the final factor that must be investigated when
examining Israel’s military strength. Substantial military and financial support from the
U.S. is one of the foundations of Israeli military muscle in the Middle East. Assuming the
Israeli-American relationship does not deteriorate, Israel can consistently expect to acquire
the most modern military technologies from the U.S. Israel also benefits from extensive
defense cooperation between the IDF and Pentagon. In 2009, according to CSIS, Israel
received $2.5 billion in military assistance from the U.S. Indeed, American contributions
make up between 19% and 23% of Israeli defense spending.18 According to Haaretz, the
U.S. has delivered over $100 billion in military aid to Israel as of 2014, since it began
aiding Israel militarily in 1962.19 Most recently, the U.S. has substantially helped Israel in
the development of its multi-layered missile defense system consisting of the Iron Dome,
Magic Wand, and Arrow systems for defending against short-range, medium-range, and
long-range missiles respectively. Moreover, the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
between Israel and the U.S. signed on August 17, 2007 has solidified American assistance
to Israel. According to this agreement, the U.S. would supply Israel with $30 billion in
military aid between 2009 and 2018.20 American support augments Israel’s military power
through delivery of weaponry, military cooperation, and collaborative efforts at technological development.
To summarize, Israel’s military superiority can be attributed to troop effectiveness, advanced weapons systems, effective cooperation among the branches of its armed
forces, unspoken possession of weapons of mass destruction, and generous American aid.
Since its founding, Israel has faced profound threats to its security and has had to defend a
complicated set of borders. Israel is compelled to maintain its military advantage in order
to face the threats of the future as it has done in the past. Under this constant pressure,
Israel’s security has often depended on this advantage. As these threats develop and grow
more complex, Israel must respond to these new forms of warfare by increasing its own
military capabilities and by furthering its ability to adapt in an ever-changing world.
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